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Although the Caratheodory-Fcjer method for obtaining polynomial 
approximants on a disk is quite effective for certain well-behaved functions, we 
show that it diverges for certain functions and. in general, does not provide better 
approximations than the partial sums of the Taylor expansion. ic 1989 Academic 
Pras. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTIOK AND RESULTS 
The following theorem was proved by CarathCordory and Fejtr (see, e.g., 
[I, p. 500 1). Given a polynomial p(z) = C; = 0 ckzk, there exists a unique 
power series extension B(z) = p(z) + CT=“=, + c,*zk, analytic in the unit 
disk, that minimizes 
II4 := sup lNz)l 
1-l < 1 
among all such extensions. Moreover, B(z) is a finite Blaschke product and 
if p(s) & 0, B(z) has at most n zeros. 
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Here and in what follows, by a finite Blaschke product we mean a 
function of the form 
(1.1) 
where jrk( < 1 for all k and we do not exclude the case i = 0. If some 
zk = 0, we set the corresponding factor in ( 1.1) equal to -z. 
We call f?(z) the CarathPodory-Fej& (CF) extension of p and sometimes 
we will use the notation B,,(p) for it. 
Let SE&‘, where ,d denotes the disk algebra of functions that are 
continuous on the closed unit disk and analytic in its interior. We equip .nr’ 
with the supremum norm II . !I and let 
Uf) := ,i;Ln Ilf- pli 
denote the error of the best polynomial approximation of .f by algebraic 
polynomials of degree at most n. 
Since there are few (if any) efficient algorithms for finding best polyno- 
mial approximants on planar sets, methods that give near-optimal 
approximations arc of particular interest. Moreover, the “goodness” of any 
such method should be compared to the trivial method of using the partial 
sums of the Taylor expansion, which gives the order of approximation 
b%(f) 1% 4. 
In [4], L. Trefethen proposed a method, called the Carathtodory-Fejtr 
method, for finding polynomial approximants of functions from .01 that is 
based on the above minimal norm extension result. The method can be 
described as follows. Let f~.D1 have Taylor expansion about z=O of the 
form 
ix: 
f(z)- c UkZk. 
k--O 
The problem of best polynomial approximation to f is equivalent to the 
problem of minimizing 
over all (n + 1 )-tuples (c,, . . . . c,). This resembles the Carathtodory- Fejer 
problem and the CF extensions (which are computable as the solution of 
certain eigenvalue problems) can be brought into the picture by using trun- 
cation and the inversion z -+ l/z. Thus, following Trefethen [4], we first 
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truncate the Taylor series at some L > n so that x.,“. ,, + r uk.zk is negligible 
and we set p(z) :=xkYn, , ukzk, p*(z) :=zLp(l/z). Then we solve the CF 
problem for p*(z): 
B(z)=p*(z)+ f c,*z”. 
k=L--n 
Finally, by truncating this series again at k = L and k = L -n - 1 and using 
inversion we arrive at a polynomial of degree at most n, which, when com- 
bined with the nth Taylor section for f; gives the desired approximation, 
which we will denote by F,,Jf; z) (the L indicates where we truncated the 
Taylor seriesj. In terms of the uk’s and c,*‘s we thus have 
F,,,,(f’;z)= i akzk - i cZpkzk. 
k=O k-0 
In [4] some results were obtained on the approximation properties of 
the CF method, but its performance for general functions has not been 
investigated. Despite this fact much enthusiasm has been expressed in 
connection with the goodness of the method and not without grounds, 
since in [4] it was shown that for certain well-behaved functions such as 
exp(z) the CF approximants are far better than the Taylor sections. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the limitations of the CF method; as 
we will see, in general it is not better than what we can get from the Taylor 
sections. The results of this paper are anticipated in [2], where we found 
that the “near-circularity” property that the CF method was based on in 
[4] actually fails to hold for most of the functions in .A. 
Strictly speaking the above description of the CF method is not complete 
since it does not state where to truncate the Taylor series or what is meant 
by “negligible.” For certain results in [4] the truncations were performed 
at L, = 2n + 2, but actually no fixed sequence {L,} can serve as universally 
good truncation points. In fact, we have 
THEOREM 1. If (L,} IS an arbitrary sequence (L, > n), then there is an 
f E .d such thut 
lim sup F,,, L,(f; 1) = 30 
” -. SC 
In fact, we can say more; namely, for most of the functions in .d (in the 
sense of category), { F,&J‘)} ;” fails to converge at z = I (let alone 
uniformly on the disk). 
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THEOREM 1’. If {L,,} is fixed, then the set of ,jiinctions j’~ .d with the 
property 
lim sup IFn.Ln(/; 1 )I < x 
n - ‘9. 
is qf the first cutegory in .d. 
Theorems 1 and l’, whose proofs are deferred to Section 3, are not too 
surprising but suggest hat one might try to improve the method by trun- 
cating the Taylor series sufficiently far depending on the function f and on 
n. However, as the next theorem shows, the finiteness of L is not important 
in the sense that all (sufficiently far) truncations can be uniformly bad if the 
resulting CF approximants are compared to best approximation. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose L,, > cn, n = 1,2, . . . . for some c > 1. Then Ihere 
exists an j’~ ,d huuing a ungormly convergent Taylor series on (z[ < 1 (2nd 
a constant c, > 0 such that 
inf IFn.L(f; 1) -f(l )I > cl E,,(f) log n 
I. 2 L, 
holds for inji’nitely muny n. This f can he taken to be entire. 
Theorem 2, which we prove in Section 2, shows that no matter how far 
out (>crz) we truncate the Taylor expansion, we may not get a better 
approximation by F,,, L than by the partial sums of the Taylor expansion. 
Of course, this does not contradict the fact that the CF method works well 
for certain subclasses of .d. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let S,,(f) = S,(A z) be the n th partial sum of the Taylor expansion off 
about zero. (Whenever we refer to a Taylor expansion, we assume it has 
center at zero.) 
We will need the following two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Ij’ B is a Blaschke product with at most v zeros, then the CE 
extension of S,(B) is B. 
Proof. Let B, be the CF extension of S,(B), and set E. := I/ B/l, 
A, := 11 B,‘l. If j., <I, then, by Roucht’s theorem, B- B, has the same 
number of zeros in the unit disk as B, i.e., at most t’ zeros. But this 
contradicts the fact that, since S,,(B - B, : z) = 0, the origin is a zero of 
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B- B, with multiplicity at least v + 1. Thus E. = i., , and Bs B, follows 
from the uniqueness of B,. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let n and L be fixed. Then F,,,,(f) is a continuous function of 
jI More generally, IY 9 is (in .G?) a compact family of firnctions, then for 
every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if f E 9, g E ,rrl, and 11 f - gjl < 6, 
then IIFdf I- F,,.~~(g)ll <E.
Proof It is enough to prove the first assertion. Notice that F,Jf; z) is 
constructed from the first n+ 1 Taylor coefficients off and from the CF 
extension of a polynomial of degree L-n- 1 which, in turn, is formed 
from L -n Taylor coefficients off: Thus all we have to prove is that, for 
each fixed k, the kth Taylor coefficient of B,,(p) depends continuously 
on p belonging to the set Z7,, of polynomials of degree at most m 
(m = L - n - 1). Here B,..(p) is understood as the CF extension of a poly- 
nomial of degree m even if some of the leading coefficients of p vanish. 
It is important to notice that BCp(p) itself is not a continuous function 
of p on Z7,. However, by Rouche’s theorem, the norm of B,,(p) is a 
continuous function of PE~,~ (cf. the preceding proof). 
Suppose now that our claim is not true and there are a sequence py E n,, 
and a k such that p,, + p as v + z in d and yet the kth Taylor coefficients 
of B,,..(p,) converge to a number different from the kth Taylor coefficient 
of B&p). Let 
B&p,)=& fj elk- 
(v) - ,7 I~~‘[ 
(VI ’ 
k=, l-$b uk 
p, d m, IzP’l < 1, 
and, by choosing a subsequence of { py} if necessary, assume that all 
the p,‘s are equal, say p(y = p, and the sequences {A,) ;i, and 
{ (ry’, . ..) xr’)} F=, converge to 1. and (xi, . . . . a,), respectively. In case some 
x. = 0 and a(“) # 0 for all large v, we can also assume that I~~“)l/zj converges 
to exp(i0,) zmd we replace i. by the product i exp(i0,). With this convention 
we set 
where the prime indicates that the factors with IxkJ = 1 are omitted. 
Clearly, BCF( py; z) + B(z) as v + co uniformly on closed subsets of the 
interior of the unit disk; hence for every 1 the sequence of the Ith Taylor 
coefficients of B,,( pv), v = 1, 2, . . . . converges to the Ith Taylor coefficient of 
B. This yields 
S,(B) = lim .S,(B,,(p,)) = lim p, = p, 
v-z Y-cc 
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while the continuity of the norm of the CF extensions implies 
I(B(I = 11.1 = lim Ii,.1 = lim liEc,.(p,)l! = ilBc,,(p)‘l. 
, ‘Z v-x 
Thus, B and B,:,,(p) are both minimal CF extensions of p and so 
B = Bc,.( p). This, however, contradicts the assumption that LI and B,.,.(p) 
have different kth Taylor coefficients and this contradiction proves the 
lemma. 1 
For a given v we now construct a special Blaschke product, a suitable 
partial sum of which will be the basic building block for the function ,I’ of 
Theorem 2. 
Consider the so-called Fejer polynomials 
( 
‘+ z z 
v-l 
I! 
z )‘+ I Z L’ + 2 52% 
a,,(z) := 
1’ v-l+-+- - 1 
-+y-+ ..’ +- 
1 1 
Since for z=& we have (cf. [3, 4.12.121) 
la,(z)l=2 c 
k=: 
we get for the CF extension B(a,.) = B&o,.) of oV that 
and at the same time 
S,(B(a,); l)=S,(a,; l)=b+ ... ++ogv. (2.2) 
Let the zeros of @au) be r,, . . . . a,. Suppose that of these a,, . . . . r,‘, and 
only these have modulus at most 1 - v- *, and let BT be the Blaschke 
product with a,, . . . . ay,, as its zeros, B,*(O) >O, and with norm equal to 
liB(a,)[l (in other words, B,* is obtained from B(a,) by dropping the 
Blaschke factors belonging to zeros of modulus bigger than 1 - v-‘). Then 
B,* has again at most 2v zeros and we claim that, for large v, 
S,(B,*; l)>logv- 1. (2.3) 
In fact, if flk(B(a,.)- B,*) denotes the kth Taylor coefficicn! of 
B(a, ) - BP, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . we have the upper bound 
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(2.4) 
where 9 is the union of the intervals of length 2v 4 having center at 
arg c(~, p, <k d p (taken mod 27r). For the integral over [0,271] \9 we 
have the estimate 
k=p,+l 
where C is an absolute constant, and where we have used that for t in 
[0,2n] \P and for every p, + 1 6 k < ,u, 
(l-(ukj2)e” <2(1-Ixkl)<~ 
lLYkl/2V4 v4 
for v sufficiently large. 
On .9 the integrdnd in (2.4) is bounded by 2 and meas < 2v ‘2~ -4 = 
4v ‘, which, together with (2.4) and (2.5), yields 
@k(B(a,)-&+)I <(C+~O)V-~. 
Thus, we obtain the coefficients of LI,* from those of &a,) by perturbations 
of order at most (C + 80)~ -3 and so (2.3) follows from (2.2). 
Our next aim is to estimate the modulus of continuity of B: on the unit 
circumference. Since B,+ is a Blaschke product with at most 2v zeros and 
of norm at most 10 (cf. (2.1)) and each of its zeros lies in the disk 
{z: IZI 6 1 -v 8}, a nvta estimate yields that, for every t, t . I. 1 
1 (B,*)‘(e”)l < 20 .2v . v8 = 401~~. 
This gives that the modulus of continuity of Bd(e”) is at most 
o(B,*(e”); 6)d40v96, 
and so we get for the kth partial sum of the Taylor expansion of B,* the 
estimate (cf. [3,5.11.7]) 
IIs,( B,?II < 103v9;10gk$ 1 
if k > v” and v is sufhciently large. 
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Summarizing, for B,T we have for all large v 
S,.(BZ; l)>logv- 1, 
and for k > vl’ 
IlSk(B,r)l! d20. 
Now set 
B”(Z) := B,*(z) :“-f:;. 
z i 
Clearly, R,. is a Blaschke product with at most 2v +- v” < 2~‘~ zeros, and 
since 
l/2 - zy10 1 3 ,,” 3 1 2”1” 3 1 z---z --.-z - 1 - p/2 2 4 4 2 4 F pi@ - . .) 
we have, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
!ISkv~O(B,)~l = Il~Sk,,l,(B,*)-aZ~‘OS,, ,,,,m(BF)- . . . -~(f)k.~‘zk”“So(B~)lj 
<[$+:(I+;+ . ..)]20.<40 ~2.61 
and at the same time (cf. (2.3)) 
I Sk,,l” +,dB,.; 111 
3 1 
‘;‘2k I -((logv-I)-[;+$+;f --)]20+ogv-50. (2.7) 
We now return to our construction. By assumption, there is a c > 1 with 
L, > cn, n = 1, 2, . . We choose the smallest positive integer k, such that 
(c - 1 )k, > 2. For each v let n, be defined by n,, := k,v’” + v - 1 and set 
g,(z) := Szv,o 
Since the first (n,. + 1) Taylor coefficients of g, vanish, in computing 
F,,. [a( gV) for v large and 
L 3 L,, >, cn, >, n, + 2~” + 1 = deg g,,, 
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we have to take the CF extension of 
g” 
0 
i ZL = S,,,0(B,; z) p-*,‘O n, ’ 
Z 
=SL.n, I(W 
L 2dO-"-'B,,(w);z). 
Since 
,+ 2P II- 'B,(w) 
is a Blaschke product with at most L-n, - 1 zeros, Lemma 1 gives that 
this CF extension coincides with 
zL *v’“-rl- lB,(z). 
Thus, 
F”“,.(g,;z)= -z’, s, 
[ ( 
w’--*v’O “.-lB,,(w);l 
Z > 
-s L--n,- 1 
( 
wL -2*,‘O-.,, Igv(w);’ 
Z )I 
and so (see (2.6) and (2.7)) for large v 
IF,,v.,>(gv; 111 2 ISuco+2p ,,(B,; 1 )I - IS2dBv: 1 )I 
~&10gv-50-40&j logn,., 
where c, depends only on k,, and hence on c. 
What we have proved is the following: g, is a polynomial, 11 g,j/ ~40 
(cf. (2.6)), and for every L 3 L,,” 
and so 
IFn,,.(g,; 1 )I > Cl 1% n,, 
If-““,,,(g; l)-g(1)l +n”wm”. L>L,” (2.8) 
holds for every large v, say v > vO, if g = g,. Here c1 depends only on c. 
Choose now a sequence (vk} satisfying n,, , , > L,, m = n,,, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
By Lemma 2 there exists an I-::~:, > 0 such that if Ihk + ,I < cri,, v = vk, and 
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s= gv,+b,+, ‘!rPk-,’ then (2.8) holds for L,< L< L,, n= ilk, m= vk+ ,. 
But then (2.8) will hold for every L since for L > L, we get from Lemma 1 
and the way the CF approximants are formed that F,,,I,( g; z) E l;n.L,,( g; z). 
Using again Lemma 2 we get the existance of an cLkiz > 0 such that if 
lbk+~I<d?~, Ibk+~l<~~~2, v=vk3 and g=g,.,+bk,lg,,x.,+bk+Zgvq,~, 
then (2.8) holds for L,, <L < L,, n = vk, m = vk + 3. But again then (2.8) 
holds for every L, GL. Proceeding this way we get a sequence (&.ik) I;*- h _ i 
of positive numbers such that if jhil < cik) are arbitrary, v = vk, and 
g=g,l+bk.+ I gvk*,+ ... +b!g”,? l>k, 
then (2.8) holds for g and all L > L,, n = vk. By Lemma 2, 
Ir;,,.,(g; 1)-~(1)l~~E,~(g)logn,, v = VI, (2.9) 
holds for every L >/ L,,, v = vk if g is of the form 
g = g,,t + bk 1 1 gv,, , + . . 
with 1b.J < c;~), j=k+ l,k+2, . . . . 
This immediately implies (2.9) for every g of the form 
g=P+4gvt+bk+, g,,.,+ . ..I> 
where P is any polynomial of degree at most n,,, and d# 0. Thus, if the 
sequence { uk} of positive numbers is sufficiently rapidly decreasing (say 
Uk+liak<min,.j~k&ll~I, k = 1, 2, . ..). then j’ defined by 
f:= f a,g,, (2.10) 
k=- I 
belongs to .d and satisfies 
for every n=n,., and L>L,. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 1’ 
We start with the proof of Theorem 1. WC distinguish two cases 
according to whether 
lim inf L,/n = 1 (3.1) 
n - CI) 
or not. 
MO 55 ‘-4 
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Case I: (3.1) holds. Let { nk } be a subsequence of the natural numbers 
such that 
lim LnL/nk = 1. 
k -+ x. 
(3.2) 
For each k consider the polynomials 
Pk(Z) :=cr,,,,,~(z) := ( &+LfM;;, + ... +& > 
-( Z 
2I --m z21a -m+ 1 z21. - .+I 
L-m+L-m+l ... 
+ - 
+L-M ’ > 
where L=Lnt, m=nk, M = [nk/2], which are the modified Fejer polyno- 
mials. For these polynomials we have (see the previous proof) 
iipkii = ~~“,,....~~ G20 
and 
L-M 
s,(pk; 1)=SL(~,.,,,&f; 1)=&-j+ .‘* +$--+->,Og- L-m’ 
where, as before L = L,, , m = nk, n/f = [nk/2]. Notice that the right-hand 
side tends to cc as k -+ co because of (3.2). 
The cancellation of the first (nk + 1) terms in Pk and the truncation of P, 
at (the power) L,, leaves the zero polynomial and so the CF extension in 
forming Fnk.L( Pk), L = L,,, is identically zero. Hence 
F,,,, I.( pk) = sn,(pk )v L = Ln, > 
which means that, for any ak > 0, 
F&a, pk; 1) ’ ak lOg 
L - Cnki21 
L-nk ’ 
L= L”, (3.3) 
and here the right-hand-side tends to x if ak > 0 tends to zero sufficiently 
slowly. By selecting a subsequence of {nk } if necessary, we may assume 
that (nk} is so sparse that Irk+, > 6nk, 3nk > L, are true and that 
+og L - [nk/21 ~ cc: L-nk ’ L = L,,k 9 (3.4) 
as k-+a. 
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By setting 
f(z) := f ;P&) 
k=l 
we get a function f E .ru’ such that for n = nkl L = L,,,, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
and so by setting uk = l/k’ in (3.3) we obtain from (3.4) that 
lim FnJf; 1) = ‘x), n=nk, L=L,,,. 
k-d 
This proves the result for the case of (3.1). 
Case II. Suppose now that 
lim inf L,/n > 1, 
,I - ‘X 
i.e., there is a c> 1 such that L, > cn. In this case we can utilize the 
construction of the proof of Theorem 2 and for a suitable f of the form 
(2.10) with ak = l/k2 and sufkicntly rapidly increasing v/i (Say rk + , > L,,. 
l!k > exp(exp k), k = 1, 2, . ..) we get again 
lim sup F&J 1) = Z. 
” .* 
The proof of Theorem 1’ is a simple category argument. In fact, set 
S,v := {YE&: IF,.I,n(S; l)[ d N for all n) 
By Lemma 2 each S, is closed in .Ca. Thus, if the statement of Theorem 1’ 
were false, then some S,,, would contain a ball. But then it would contain 
a function of the form 
where P is a polynomial, c > 0, and f is the function from Theorem 1. Since 
for n>deg P 
this is impossible and the contradiction obtained proves Theorem 1’. 
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